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ACCESS

• The Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 

subset of ACCESS provides the Bureau with its 

operational NWP capability.

• ACCESS NWP is built around the Met Office 

Unified Model and Observations Processing 

System (OPS) and 4D-Var assimilation.
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Surface: synops, ships, buoys
Upper:  Sondes, wind profilers (11 in  Australia)

Aircraft: AIREPS, AMDARS

Satellite observations (1)
Wind: Scatterometer surface winds (ASCAT),  AMVs 
from GEOS & POES
GNSS-RO:  bending angle observations

Satellite observations (1I):  IR and MW radiances

Platform Instrument

NOAA-18
NOAA-19
MetOp-A

MetOp-B

EOS: Aqua
Suomi-NPP

MTSAT-2 / Himawari-8

AMSU-A/B 
AMSU-A/B 
AMSU-A/B  + HIRS
IASI (138 channels)
AMSU-A/B  + HIRS
IASI (138 channels)
AIRS  (139 channels)
CrIS (134 channels)
ATMS
Clear Sky Radiances / 
AMVs

Australian Community Climate 

& Earth System Simulator

Observation types

25 km 60 km

12 km

12 km

APS2

1.5 km



Global Observation Coverage: APS2 ACCESS-G
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Summary history of observation impact studies in 
ACCESS

• Most observation impact studies to date have been OSEs

– Data denial experiments to test the impact of upper-air 
network modifications on regional ACCESS-R system (at 
behest of Bureau observation network planners).  

– Impact of satellite observations: new instruments, locally 
processed AMVs, and demonstrations of the impact that 
all satellite observations have on Southern Hemisphere 
forecast skill.

– Done rarely: expensive and time consuming.
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Adjoint-based FSOI in ACCESS

• The use of Met Office VAR in ACCESS makes the 
Met Office FSO system available to us:

– Can run inexpensively - in real-time - downstream of the 
operational ACCESS-G suite

– Provides continuous information about the impact of 
each assimilated observation on the 24 h forecast error

– Has attracted a lot of interest within the Bureau from 
observation network planners, hence this project

– Data assimilators see it as a potentially valuable tool to 
assess "health" of the ACCESS assimilation system and 
guide DA R&D
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Met Office Adjoint-based FSOI
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C: weighting matrix to produce 
total moist energy norm (J/kg) 
calculated for P > 150 hPa,
(1) Globally, (2) over Australia

M
T
: Adjoint PF model

K
T
: Adjoint of VAR

Assimilate
observations

δwfb

δwfa

Lorenc & Marriott
QJRMS 2013
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Met Office Adjoint-based FSOI



"Operational" APS2 FSOI: data flow

ACCESS-G 
operational 
NWP suite

FSO suite

Australis

Bureau of Meteorology
Cray (Melbourne)
(Operational machine)

Raijin
National Computational Infrastructure (NCI)
Fujitsu (Canberra)
(R&D – not operational – machine)

Output post 
processing, 
analysis and 
visualisation

(JSON, python)
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Global 24-hour forecast error reduction from each 
of the observation types assimilated in ACCESS 
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Satellite
Upper air network
Surface network

• Four months: Sept – Dec 2015
• All types of observations are beneficial,  i.e. reduce the forecast error. 
• Total impact (LH panel) is dominated by satellite instruments (e.g. the IASI, AMSU and CrIS

sounding instruments carried on polar orbiters and AMVs) - due to large numbers & global 
coverage.  

• Greater impact per observation (RH panel) comes from balloon upper air measurements 
plus surface measurements from drifting and fixed buoys. 
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Global 24-hour forecast error reduction vs 
AUS 24-hour forecast error reduction 

• Four months: Sept – Dec 2015

Satellite
Upper air network
Surface network

Global norm AUS norm



• Three months: April, May and June 2016. Himawari-8 AMVs included in full period.

Satellite
Upper air network
Surface network
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Global 24-hour forecast error reduction from each 
of the observation types assimilated in ACCESS 



Surface network FSOI sanity check (1)
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AVG Synop Impacts – GLB region error norm (J/kg)

Aug 31 – Oct 09 2015
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Surface network FSOI sanity check (2)

AVG Synop Impacts – AUS region error norm (J/kg)

Aug 31 – Oct 09 2015
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Surface network FSOI sanity check (3)

Sep – Dec 2015
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Surface network FSOI sanity check (4)

Sep – Dec 2015



AUS region radiosonde impacts
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Macquarie Island

AUS region radiosonde impacts
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AUS region radiosonde average impact

Remotely located inland 
stations are more 
influential on improving 
forecast skill than 
stations located on the 
east and west coasts of 
Australia.

Observations from 
Macquarie Island and 
the Antarctic coast have 
the highest impact.
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Period: Sep – Dec 2015



Halls Creek
WINPRO & PILOT

Williamtown
Sydney

Australian upper air observing network: wind profilers

TEMP (24): 
radiosonde obs. of 
temperature, 
moisture, wind 
(once/twice per day)
PILOT (6): tracked 
balloon flights –
wind only 
(once/twice per day)
WINPRO (11): wind 
profilers (hourly)

Labelled stations 
used for 
comparisons here
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24 hour forecast error reduction 
in the global ACCESS system 
due to observations in the 
Australian Upper Air network 
aggregated over 10 weeks (more 
negative means more forecast 
error reduction).

Wind profilers contribute less 
than the impact of the radiosonde 
"TEMP" observations, but rather 
more than the "PILOT" wind 
observations.  

WINPRO observation impacts 
are less on a per observation 

basis (2nd panel) but this is 
counter-balanced by their being 
much more frequent. 

Forecast Impact/day (J/kg)

Forecast Impact/observation 
(J/kg)
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Williamtown v. 
Sydney

Comparison of impacts 
from nearby radiosonde 
"TEMP" (Williamtown) 
and Wind profiler 
(Sydney) observations. 

The greatest 
impact/observation is 
from the Williamtown 
temperature & moisture 
measurements, but the 
aggregated forecast 
impact from the Sydney 
wind profiler is almost as 
much as from the 
Williamtown radiosonde 
flights.

Forecast Impact/day (J/kg)

Forecast Impact/observation 
(J/kg)
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Halls Creek

Co-located wind profiler and 
PILOT observations

PROFILER:  hourly 
observations throughout day.
PILOT balloon flights:  twice a 
day at 00 UTC & 06 UTC.

WINPRO observations have 
greater integrated forecast 
impact because of much 
greater numbers, although 
the impact per observation is 
less.

Forecast Impact/day (J/kg)

Forecast Impact/observation 
(J/kg)
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Satellite impact: GPS-RO

2015 Oct-Dec
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TODO

• Stakeholder engagement: 

– What do other people want ?

– How and where would they like to see it ?   

– Events/periods of interest ?

– How best to use these results to guide network planning ?

– Impact/observation  � Impact/$ ?

– Stakeholder education: not the only way to assess the value of observations (e.g. the 
anchoring role of unbiased observations); FSOI is not OSE

• Make suite fully operational

• Build hind-cast runs into suite to generate very long runs of FSOI data

– AUS station ranking statistics (seasonal and geographical)

– FSOI time-series

• Regional NWP: ACCESS-R FSOI ?

• IR channel (current and new) impact analyses

• Relative impact of locally received and processed satellite observations (important source of low 
latency data and input-stream robustness).

• Other error metrics ?
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SUMMARY

• We have commenced routine real-time running of an FSO 
suite in conjunction with the Bureau's operational global 
ACCESS NWP suite

• Development of analysis and visualisation tools is in 
progress

• Bureau stakeholder engagement will inform the way in 
which the FSO output is analysed and presented 
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